Even if your cats get along, their relationship can always be even better! If there is some conflict, this can help. If you're adding a new cat, try all of these!

**PRIVATE DINING**
Instinctively, cats are solitary hunters and eaters. They don't feel as relaxed eating close together. Place food (and water) several feet apart or better yet in separate rooms for more natural spacing.

**RESOURCE OPTIONS**
Providing plentiful resource options reduces pressure, conflict, and competition. Resources include resting spots, food, water, toys, vantage points, your attention, litter boxes etc.

**SAFETY SPOTS**
Provide vertical spots and hide spots so cats can “get away” from each other if they want to. Even if they don’t use them, awareness that the safety option is there builds confidence.

**AVOID PUNISHMENT**
Imagine feeling threatened by your roommate, & your best friend yells at you when you speak up. Would you like the roommate more, or feel stressed? If cats are arguing contact a cat behavior pro!